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REDUCTI@N BY SUCTION OF ‘TIEBOUNDARY IA~R

SEPARATED BEHIND SHOCK WAVE FORMATION “

By B. Re@nschelt

With an approach of the velocity of flight of
n ship to the velocity of sound, there occurs
a considerable Increase of the drag. The
reason f’orthts must be found In the bcmmdary-
layer separation c:iusedby formation of
shock waves. It w3.11be endeavored to rqduce
the drag increas= by suctien of the boundary
layer.

)lxperimentalresults showed that drag Increase
may bo considerably reduced by this method.
It was, also, observed that, by suction,
the Do3ttlon of shock waves can be tiltered
to a-considerable extent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

. Drag coefficient of a whg with an ordlpary cross
section has a tendency tc increase considerably when

6

~ltverau~~ zur Wderstandsverrhgerung elnes Fl&els
bei hoher Machscher-ZaM durch Absaw deb hinter dem
(lebletUnstetigar Verdlchtung abgeldsten (irenzsohicht.n
Zentrale fifrwlssensohaftllches Beriohtswesen der Luft-
fa~tforsch~ des Generalluftzeugmeisters (ZWB) Berlin-
Adlershof, Forschungsbarloht Nr. ~, JuIY1, 1941.“
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the veloclty of the air flow approaches that of sound.
The reaaon”for this Increase is understandable. During
a very fast flight, there appears on the surface of the
wing profile certain local velocities which exoeed the ‘.
veloclty of sound. (This phenomenon may occur even then,
when tb lift coefficient Ca is equal to zsro, and
may be entirely due to th displacement of the air).
In its further flow, the necessary air-flow retardation
(the theoretical limit of veloclty must be equal to
v = C) on the trallhg edge of the whg) becomes
dl.scontlnuous,which is in contrast with the usually
continuous air-flow phenomena in incompressible air.

The discontinuity of ~etnrdation causes an
appearance of a series of shock wavea, creating a
condition of a sudden decrease of veloclty in a small
Interval of distance tr~veled, which In its turn causes
a sudden change in density and pressure. These phenomena
are, of course, not frea from }~astingo-fenergy. Thla
loss, however, does not constitute the principal cause of
noticeable drag increase; rather it must be sesn in a
sudden Inorease of pressure (due to a formation of
unstable shock waves) which forces a separation of the
boundary layer from the wing~s surface.

, The hi h-speed wtnd tun?i~lof the AVA (open-jet
wind tunnel7 was at disposal for the measurements. It
km a test cross section 110 by 110 milllmetera.
O. Walchner (1) gave a description of such a wind
tunnel with a slightly smaller j t cross section. A .

9low pressure chamber of @-meter volume which was
connected with the suction slot of the wing by a duct
was used for increasing the suction quantity. The flow
observations were carried out b~ means of the well-known
method of Schlieren optics (2).

,.

.

The wake behind the wing section was measured with - ‘

, the aid of a Prandtl tube in order”to detsrdme tho
drag. The total test arrangammt is shown in figure 1.
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The.model.wings had for wing section a digonous
clrc&r-arc seotlon of 17 percent thidcness with -
rounded nose.

Fl~es 2 and 3 show the investigated wing sections.
Suction.slots in the direotlon of the flow were provided
for a further wing (4) aooordlng to Professor Betz? “
suggestion.

The investigationswere carried out for only one
angle of attack (a = 00), but for different Mach- ~
numbers and suction quantities. The”first part of the
investigation was limited to the observation of’the
suction effeot in the schliaren photograph. The
suction slot was cut 111 only on the side which was to
be obsarved for this part of the investigation. In
the second part the wake behir,dthe WLW was measured
point by.point by means of a Prandtl hube. Now the
suction slots were contrived on both sides.

III. EVALUATION OF TH5 RESULTS OBTAINZD BY MEASUREMENTS

Veloolty of the air flow u and its ratio to the

velocity of sound a
(
Mach number = ~ ) were obtained

in the usual mamner (l), (3). The evaluation of results
obtained by measurements of tha wake was done with the
use of formula:

w= !N i

giving all
coefficient.

d
neoessary data for calculation of drag

‘, A
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The aerfvatlon of thts formula is given in @
appendix.

The symbols enoountsred
following quantities:

..

in the formula slgntfy the

6D total pressure behind

m total pressure hehlnd

the nozzle outlet

the nozzle outletx

13p total pressure measured in the Pr&dtl tube

Pp static pressure measured in”the Prandtl tube

A correction of values obtained wfth the use of the
Prandtl tube was not necessary, because, as it was
proved by O. Walchner (1), the errors due to suction
pressure indicator.~”rsvery small.for the condition of
yaw angle W = O, even when the Mach nunnberwasas high
as M =&9. Our measurements were rather rough.

For more accurate measurements, the suotlon
apparatus was provided With a slide valve calibrated to
register the chai~e of pressure due to the suction of
the alr per seoond. Vlth this adjustment of’the sllde
valve, the pressure diminution in the suction box was
detotined”for a period of about 30 seconds. It was
found that, during thts period, the pressure was
dti~lniahedby lto2 percent of the initial suction
pressure.

The volume of sucked out air was found to be equal “

-9-‘0 Q=Tot
which corre&ponds to the following measured

values:

40 volume of the suction box expressed in cubic
maters, with a suction pressure b = 760 IIWIu

760 normal atmospheric pressure in mm Hg = 10.333 m +0

“l~s 1S ~ obvloua’ error in the German original; as
p Indicates static pressue, ~ = static pressure

behind the nozzle outlet.
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-,..--, D -. -.lncrease-of,.— -- . prfit3i9tiepm a t~tme.unit, in . .
millimeter of mercury

t time, in beeonds
.

The obtained Q value was
ofthe velocitiyof the air
cQ-c~efftcient on tb ‘:d.~

iV. RESdLTS OF

Emerlments connected

flow

%

used for’determination
and for that of ●- .

surface.

with the
flow shfiwed that boundary layer-can
strongly by suctlo~.

F$gures ~ and 6 illustrate the
air flow.

Locations of su~tian slits are
only one side of the wing is shown,
by suction apparatus.

study of the alr
be influenced very

phenomena of the

shown by arrows.
the other is covered

Figure 5 shows ths results observed with a suction
slit cut out on the 70-percent point of the wing chord.
.When suction is not used (CQ = O), the first shock wave

appears at the 50-percent point of the chord len@h
(~pproxlmately); at ~0-pereent point, there begins
another sho,ek wave, whose direction opposes slightly
that or the air flow. At 80-percent point, a tlhird
shook wave is”ssen,

‘When suction Is used, a considerable change in the
schlieren picture of the air flow ts quite noticeable,
even when the sucked-out alr quantity coefficient

Cw Is as small as cm
= O.OC)*. (The subscript E

indicates that suotlon is used only on mm. side’of the
wing; when It is used.on both sides cQ-symbol Is used,
and is approximately equal to

CQ
= 0.0048 when

Cw ‘s
equal to 0.004.) ln tfis case, *ti first ~hock’wave does
not begin on the wing?s surface, but is formed In the
free alr flow above. T%e boundary layeriwhich has been
definitely separated when was equal to zero (c~ = 0)s

CQ ~
now adheres to the wlng~s surface to the very suction slit.
The second shock wave iS almost ~rtlcal~ and t~ t~fi 1? .
defined very feebly.
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.’ When ooefficteit C$W
“L .

reachesCbO~}g~value,the

first shook wave 18 very w9ak; the second wave is
notioeably”moved aft from the suctiionslit and Is bent
in the direction of the alr flow; the third wave

r
aetloallg disappeared. The boundary layer is visible;

n the neighborhood of the slit it becomes gradually
thinner, as it is sucked out.

Figure 6 is a study of the air-flow conditions when
the suction slit Is cut out ahead of the shock waves.
In this case, the slit was made at ths 30-percent point
of the W*IS chord. ‘Whensuction is ilot used, two
distinctly outllned shock waves appear along the wing .
surface. The first, at (apgmoximtely) the 30-percent
point of the chord length, Is caused by the interference
of the suction slit. The seoond wave appears automatically
at (approximately) the 6~-perctmi point of bhe chord.
Ahead of the second shock wave a fesbls third wqve is

. .

formed. Between the first and tbm.second wamas there
is a definitely thick boundary layer.

When suction Is used, the first shock wav& recedes
to the trailing edge of the slit and.is very sharply
outllned. Over the slit, there occurs a change In the
bending of the first shock wave. The second shock wave
1s also more pronouncedly bent In the dlrectlon of Lhe
air flow and, which is very noticeable, Is displaced aft.
The distances by which the beginnlw of the s~cond shock
wave was shifted on the surface m? the

%
refile when

suction was a~plied is shown in figure .

The boundary layer between the first and the “
second shock wa”vesbecame much thinner. A very feeble .
condensation line is seen between Ehe top of the first
shock wave and the bottom of the second.

A comparison between flg~”os 5 and 6 gives an
~ressl.on that the position of the shock waves is more
definite in “thelast case. Furthermore, boundary-layer
separation, as seen in figure 5, without the use of “
suctloh, does not appear In figure 6, which was taken “ .
when suction was applied. .

Measurements of the wake weue taken with the use of
two diagonally cut slits and one silt cut In the direction

.
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. . . ... --b. . of tha wing ?s l~ngth, .-.~ rqsultq, of’ these measurements
are shown in figures ‘7 and 8. JI sia~tfng slit at

. 70-peroent of the wing-cho~ was found to be superior
to two other arrangements for Mach number M =Q9.
When OQ was”as low aso.0~, the dra~.dlmlnutlon

became apparent. “

i wingwith a slantlti slit at 8~-peroe.nt of the
chgrd had a slightly greater drag than the wing with a
slit cut out at 75-percent,pf the chord, when Mach .
nuniber M was equal to 0.9 (l!=0.9), and. C~ = O.

The mrves representing the drag for both arrangements
( slit cut out at &j-parcent and TO-percent points of
the chord) are similar, when suction i.sused (CQ = 0);

the almllarlty begins with & rather larger quantity of
sucked-out a~r.

Measurenonts with a slit cut eut in the longitudinal
direction cre, generally spe.~h5.r&, ccx~venient for larger -
drag values. In this case, a true dra~ value could not
be meamred. In order to obtain ~r. approximately
correct drag value, the drag shanld be measured in many
points nlong the wing span, and the average of the
results taken. ~lur ~~perim~l~ta~ ~~:paratus was not
adapted for such a process of mea~umment,

It appears that a ‘i;ln~section with a very high
had been chosen for this experimentation.

v. CONCLUSION

The problem of the present rcpcrt ocns~sted in
proving that the drag of the wing profile appearing
with high velocity of the air flow can be dfininished
the use of suction producing devices.

~perlmants performed vrlthshple implements
showed that with a larger quantity of sucked-out air,

drag

by

there occurred a considerable dtmlnution of the drag.
Among different arrangementeof suction apparatus, the
most favorable was that having the suction slit at the
70-percent point of the wing chord (0.72). l?ra
sohlinren photog~aphs of the air flow, It may be
assumed that suction sll.tplaced ahead of the region
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of shock wave formation Is also not entirely Ineffective
with regard to drag diminution. Such arrangement was not
used for testing the wake; an arrangement having one
suction slit before and the ot~r behind the region of. “
shock wave formation was not used also. During the
performance of the experiment efficiency of suction
apparatus was very high with respect to the quantity
of sucked-out alr and the losses in the suction conduits.
Therefore, a direct use of results obtained in this
work should not be entirely possible In the airplane
technique.

lhrther experiments must be performed for an lnvestl-
gatlon of this interesting physical phenomenon. This “
research.will, perhaps, provide the possibility of
obtaining such results which could be used h actual
practice.

I should like to thank Mr. Ludwieg for his valuable
assistance in performance of this work.

Translated by N. S. lfedvedeff
(loodyear Aircraft Corporation .
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VI. APPENDZX “.,

DERIVATION OF FORMULA ~R DETEWINA!21C!NOF DRAG FROM

MEASUREMENTS OF WAKE AT HIGH VEMCITIES

OF T~ AIR FLO~
..

A f’ormulafor drag evaluation was derived on the
basis of equations given hy Krwuer and L)oetschon the
one hand, dnd Jones on the eitherhand, (4), (5).

Accordlr. tc

[

W=b.

N

9

where: ~1. and P1 are, respectively, the velocity

and the density in the cross section nnder conslderaticn,
u~ Is the wind veloc~ty far aheud of the wing, and

span length of the wing.

In the wind turrnel the fcl.iowing candltlons were
created:

UO = “OD wind velocity dlrsctly ‘:;chind the nozzle

U1 = up wtnd velocity measured by Prandtl tube
directly behind the wing

For the evaluation of the velocity of the air flow,
the following equations were ollt~”ined by transforming
the Sal.nt-Venant relatiot:ship: .

—.

/
--1-m—-m.mmmmmm . . . ----- m ,-,,, , . . -, ., —-
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U2 can be oaloulated from Up-equation ass~f~
that there Is no loss of energy between the two p~tnts
of’observation, and that the density 1.schangi~
adiabatically with the static pressu~e. Assuming that
the pressure at the point 2 Is equal ta ‘D# we obtain:

Upa U,2
L5. =A+JL3

7- ‘K-lPP 2 K- 1 P2

“pD l/K

P~
()

=pp~

+ r*L
x- p

1

—.

. .
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W~ must now f,&d ~_e.xpreaslon for the ratio ‘~.
... ...---------... .....- .-—.---.. @D

With a constmt alr flow impeded by the drag but
devoid of the loss of haat, the total, energj remains
unchanged. Instead of a dissipation of energy, there
occurs Its transformation; a retardation of the air
along the surfaoe of the wing produces a transformation
of energy of-motion into heat.

Without making any conslderablb error it may be
assumed that there does noti”%ccur any loss of heat,
Therefore, the energy equation be”$ween sqctions D and P
can be written thus:

r

Therefore:

Pp
—=
P.~

lJp3pp.-

-T-+++P
UD2 -
&D + *

A.-

,J#%j+p,

l)-J
x-l –

q-J 11 “
P~ .-l+pD

G

. .
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When this value “is Introduced Into the formula
for drag we obtain:

Drag coefficient C* be then determined from the
dynamic preesurs for any .@vsn velocity UD and area

of ths wing F = b2 by fornula

. .
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Suctionslitat70%ofthechord.

.— .— I

Suction slit at 30%of the chord.

Figure 2.- Cross-section of the wing used for air-flow observations.

Suction slit at 70%of the chord.

—

Suction slit at 85%of the chord.

I
.— ,

Figure 3.- Wing cross-section for measuring wake.

1

Fimne 4.- Wing with longitudinal slits.
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air flow direction ~
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Figure 5.- Wing with a suction slit at 70% of the chord, M = 95.
The suction refers only to one side of the profile. An arrow
on the picture shows the position of the suction-slit. ]
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Fig. 6
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Figure 6.- Wing with a suction slit at 30% of the chord, M = 95.
The suction refers only to one side of the wing. Arrow on
Schlieren picture indicates the position of the slit. Distance
S indicates the shift of the second shock wave produced by
suction.
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Figs. 7,8
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wing with slanting slits at 0.85 z *
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wing with slanting slits at 0.70 ~ =
●

wing with longitudinal slits

o

Figures 7and8.

Variation of drag coefficient with different position of suction slit.

*Tr~lator~s note: *Z is the length of the wing-chord.
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